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What can you do with a banana? You can grip it, unzip it, squeeze it, freeze it— you can even
play it like a flute! With a little imagination and a sense of humor, you can transform it into
anything! Turn the ordinary into the extraordinary with these charming picture books that
encourage readers to look at the world in a new—more magical—way.

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 1—Young children and their pets use their imagination in
these rhythmic stories about the fun that can be had with everyday objects like a piece of fruit.
Pizzoli gives readers colorful cartoon illustrations that match Singer's simple, rhyming texts. In
the first title, children use bananas in a variety of innovative ways: "You can share it./You can
wear it—/it's a funny yellow hat!/You can squeeze it./You can freeze it./Please don't throw it at the
cat." In the second book, the different ways to eat and play with an apple are described in the
same type of singsong rhyme: "You can pick it./You can kick it./You can throw away the core./You
can toss it./You can sauce it./You can roll it on the floor." Each selection ends with a
proclamation that the item is a fruit and we should eat it, but readers will enjoy the creative uses
of the fruit more than the nutritional advice. VERDICT These are recommended additions to any
picture book collection, as they will delight parents and young children and catch the interest of
newly independent readers.—Kristen Todd-Wurm, Middle Country Public Library, NY --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Quick but savory fare, both sonic and visual, for pre- or
newly independent readers." ― Kirkus"These are recommended additions to any picture book
collection, as they will delight parents and young children and catch the interest of newly
independent readers." ― School Library Journal"The book encourages creativity by asking
readers to think about an ordinary object in new, uncommon ways. Furthermore, the conclusion
of the story reminds children to eat fruit!" ― Booklist --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorMarilyn Singer is an award-winning author of over 100 books for
children, including I’m Gonna Climb a Mountain in My Patent Leather Shoes. She lives in
Brooklyn.Greg Pizzoli is the 2014 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award–winning illustrator of The
Watermelon Seed. He lives in Philadelphia. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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For William Burke Ottiger, who likes bananas—MSFor Ralph—GPThe art in this book was
drawn digitally in Photoshop.Cataloging-in-Publication Data has been applied for andmay be
obtained from the Library of Congress.Text copyright © 2016 Marilyn SingerIllustrations
copyright © 2016 Greg PizzoliBook design by Alyssa NassnerPublished in 2016 by Abrams
Appleseed, an imprint of ABRAMS.All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be
reproduced, stored in a retrievalsystem, or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical,
electronic, photocopying,recording, or otherwise, without written permission from the
publisher.Abrams Appleseed is a registered trademark of Harry N. Abrams, Inc.For bulk
discount inquiries, contact specialsales@abramsbooks.com.115 West 18th StreetNew York, NY
10011www.abramsbooks.com 115 West 18th StreetNew York, NY
10011www.abramsbooks.comBYMARILYN SINGERILLUSTRATED BYGREG
PIZZOLIABRAMS APPLESEEDNew York

You can grip itand unzip it.Smash and mash it with a spoon.

You can trace it.Outer-space it—make believe that it’s the moon. make believe that it’s the moon.

You can share it. You can share it.You can wear it—it’s a funny yellow hat!

You can squeeze it.You can freeze it.Please don’t throw it at the cat!

Whats a dad gifts
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